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Wifka, Josef Resch,  MH17 persons,  ICC,

http://www.desireestokkel.nl

/ICC.rechtzaak.MH17.Wifka.Bundesnachrichtendienst.Kremlin..pdf

In november 2014 I forwarded evidence to you about the legal fact that

the NL-parliament, Dutch Monarchy and even Dutch Electoral Council are quilty

of the MH17 crash in Ukraine. Together with the International Criminal Court.

The International Criminal Court lies about an ICC-lawcase against NL members of

parliament, since may 2007.

Based on the Torture-treaty this is a warcrime on behalf of the ICC-prosecutor and

ICC-president.

ICC lies about the fact that NL = 100% dictatorship since 2june2014,

the day I started and ICC-lawcase against King Willem-Alexander for the fact that he

supports

the warcrimes conducted by NL-parliament en Nl- Electoral Council.
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ICC is responsible for the MH17-crash, now they have presented a FAKE-security

world to the

passengers of MH17. They - and the people on Earth - were unable to check out the

flightroute,

the methods of work of the airport Schiphol, KLM - Malaysia boardmembers and the

parliaments involved.

Relevant, now ICC has started in investigation against Ukraine....

And ICC lies about an ICC-lawcase against NL and the Russian President Putin,

started by me.

BundesKanzlerin AngelaMerkel lies about this situation towards the people of

Germany.

She kills people for the ongoing corruption inside ICC.

After presentation of the MH17 report by the Dutch Security Council coming summer

2015,

I shall also start an ICC-lawcase against BundesKanzlerin AngelaMerkel....

for falsifying the ICC-Ukraine-investigation...

She misuses my ICC-file against NL and tries to kill me, so she can be a warcriminal

herself.

I will not have my body, life and family being used for killing other human

beings on Planet Earth.

You - Wifka Josef Resch - are legally obliged to conduct the Torture-treaty.

You have the legal obligation to disconnect yourself from the lies and minupulations

of BundesKanzelerin Angela Merkel,  ICC and all persons who address your in

connection with MH17.

You pretend to have an financial award of 30 million dollar ready for the

person who presents

MH17-evidience that brings the perpetrators to a court of law.

I am that person, but you hide my evidence from the people on Earth.

This behavior of you proves that you want to be a warcriminal yourself.

I hereby give you untill 31 march2015 to update your website

www.wifka.de  with my evidence about ICC-corruption in connection to

NL-parliament,  Dutch King Willem-Alexander - MH17.

When you refuse to do so, you prove to be a warcriminal who falsifies the MH17 file,

and the  ICC-lawcase against NL in connection with the ICC-Ukraine-investigation.

I shall start an ICC-lawcase against you for conducting warcrimes on 1april2015,

when you refuse
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to inform the People on Earth legally correct on your website.

Based on the Torture-treaty your prove to me that you torture my body, in order

to assist politicians in killing more people in connection with Urkaine - MH17 - ICC.

I shall demand a prison-sentence of 1 year against you  inside an ICC-prison and

demand a payment for the damage your cause me of a 100 (hundred) euro per

month

for every month you torture me, starting from november2014.

Its your choice; you are not legally obliged to become a warcriminal yourself.

I shall publish this email on www.desireestokkel.nl

DesireeStokkel

donkerelaan 39

2061 jk bloemendaal

023 8887862

www.desireestokkel.nl

www.hollandsrechtenhuis.info

www.newlegalframe.com

http://www.grondwet-republiek-nederland.simpsite.nl/

when you don't want to receive emails inform me on d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl
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